The fixture list for this year will be developed later, with only a few courses at Blairgowrie to play, and we wish Steven Macintosh, formerly of Blairgowrie Oldmeldrum Golf Club, whose children had started later this year, hopefully will not go on for so long.

The Section is quiet at the moment but the committee are hard at work putting together the fixture list for this year with only a few dates to be confirmed and then the fixture list will be with you as soon as possible. At the end of December Jackie Dalrymple retired from all golf-related activity, including membership of the North Section and the weather on the day will make travelling easier.

Not much else to report this month, but anyone with any info would like to give contact me on 01997 420155.

Iain Gunn

Ayrshire

Not a lot to report this month with Harrogate three weeks away at the time of writing. An attempt at a comprehensive round-up of all the action (well the stuff allowable for print) will be available in next month’s column. It is hoped that those first returning have enjoyed some interesting agronomic discussions while avoiding the gastronomic repercussions of late night kebabs consumed while attempting to locate the only invisible hotel in Harrogate – Yours!

The Scottish National Conference will be held on Tuesday, March 4, at Dunfermline College again, and will cost £28 for the day and your food. Hopefully there will be a strong support from the North Section, and the weather on the day will make travelling easier.

Well that’s it for this month. If you have any news for the Section please get in touch you should all know the numbers etc by now so I’m waiting.

Chris Yeaman

North

No new members to report this month, but hopefully that will change as the year goes on. As the winter starts to grip up north, the cold weather is becoming the norm, and, as it has started later this year, hopefully will not go on for so long.

Good news to report on Ross Macrae, from Oldmeldrum Golf Club, whose children had been struck down by illness, is that they are all on the way to a full and complete recovery. Best wishes from the North Section, Ross, to you and your family.

A couple of greenkeepers on the move are Steven MacIntosh, formerly of Blairgowrie Golf Club, who has now taken over as Course Manager of Torvean Golf Club, in Inverness. Steven was Head Greenkeeper at one of the courses at Blairgowrie.

The town desperately needs another quality course to play, and we wish Steven and his team all the best. Also on the move is Graham Flett, formerly Head Greenkeeper of Newtonmore Golf Club. Graham has moved on to Gordenstoun, to supervise the construction of a golf course there.

The 200 Club will this year be run by Andy Wilson, from Brechin Golf Club, and there will be letters arriving through the post shortly concerning this. It is the main fundraiser for the Section, so if you don’t think you will be rejoining then send your tickets back to Andy as soon as possible in order to give him time to resell them.

The Scottish Conference is on March 4, at Dunfermline College again, and will cost £28 for the day and your food. Hopefully there will be a strong support from the North Section, and the weather on the day will make travelling easier.

Well that’s it for this month. If you have any news for the Section please get in touch you should all know the numbers etc by now so I’m waiting.

Chris Yeaman

Ayrshire

Not a lot to report this month with Harrogate three weeks away at the time of writing. An attempt at a comprehensive round-up of all the action (well the stuff allowable for print) will be available in next month’s column. It is hoped that those first returning have enjoyed some interesting agronomic discussions while avoiding the gastronomic repercussions of late night kebabs consumed while attempting to locate the only invisible hotel in Harrogate – Yours!

The Scottish National Conference will be held on Tuesday, March 4, at Dunfermline College again, in Dunfermline, and, having attended the previous two, I can honestly say it is well worth a visit.

Give me a ring on 01292 478606 if you’ve got news of any kind or words of encouragement and, if anyone stumbles across Juninho on a baked Brazilian beach, tell him to make his way back to the frozen wasteland immediately. Thanks!

Dennis Tweddell

Northern

Hope you all enjoyed your time at Harrogate last month. I hope you have not all gone mad and spent all your budgets already?

Don’t forget about the annual dinner dance at Otley Golf Club on March 1. Start time is 7pm for 7.30. There is the usual three course meal followed by a Salsa night for you and your loved ones to shake your thong too. I am informed that Steve Heaton will be giving us all a master class in the art of this type of dance. There will also be instructors around to put us all on the right path. Ticket price for this event is only £19 per head, which can be purchased from any committee member. I hope to see you all there.

Places on the Ransomes Jacobsen visit to Ipswich are all but full. The itinerary is as follows: Feb 25 pick up at 8am; arrive at factory around 1pm; Buffet lunch on arrival; go to Portman Road for tour of stadium facilities and machinery; arrive at hotel 5pm check in; evening meal 7.30pm; Feb 26 Breakfast then on to Ransomes Jacobsen factory, including power point presentation, tour of factory and spare parts and design operations. After a buffet lunch we will depart for home around 2pm.

There may be places left on this so if you have not booked and are a Head Greenkeeper then give me a call.

We have had several new members to the Section these being. Jonathan Conway, Forest of Galtrees Golf Club; Gary Rollinson, Cockford Golf Club; Andrew Hunter, Northcliffe Golf Club; David Gardner, Kirkbymoorside Golf Club, and Ben Besau, also at Kirkbymoorside.

There are a few more tales to tell but these...
are unprintable, sorry! This Show for most of us kick starts the year followed by the careful planning to get the greens and the rest of the course into shipshape condition for the first April Medals – I say the greens because that is all any golfer talks about, that they are bumpy, patchy, good, fast, slow, great etc, so the main thing seems to be if the greens are right the rest of the course is good as well. BTME gives you the choice of what’s new in the industry, what to buy and why and how to apply it to your specific needs to gain the best results – you can never stop learning.

Our first committee meeting of the new year was held at Carden Park on January 7. We have three confirmed venues for the Golf days in place - the Spring will be at Ian Beckett’s Mile End GC; the Autumn will be at Chris Peddie’s Wallasey GC (might be a few playing here as this may be a named second qualifier for Hoylake 2006) and the Christmas will be at Darren Anderson’s Abergale GC, with its reconstructed USGA spec sand greens.

A couple of sponsors I forgot to thank from our Christmas tournament were North Staffs Irrigation and Bathgates. The notes were a rush to get in, with the tournament being over the press deadline, but this may not not be a problem in the future as we are asking companies to be ‘Patrons’ of our Section which will tie up their sponsorship for the year and have their name put on a ‘Patrons’ board put out at each event.

Also a correction to the scores. The best guest winner turned out to be a member, so the prize went to second place in the guests, each corner. More details to follow.

BB&O

By now many of you will have visited the BTME and ClubHouse exhibition. This show really does express just how successful BIGGA has developed as an Association in world trade. It seems ever more important that we, the members, are seen in a professional capacity at our workplace and the seminar allows us to show what can be done with the myriad of products and expertise available to get great results. I guess we will all be looking forward to the spring this year after such a wet December and January. In November we recorded 22 consecutive days of rain with a minimum of 2mm and considerably more than this most days. As Bart Simpson would say ‘It just gets worse!’

Hopefully by the time you read this article the BIGGA AGM will have voted unanimously in favour of introducing a minimum qualification for a recognised greenkeeper. This sets a new precedent for our future success in the greenkeeping industry with a view to developing our own professional
standing in this industry. The fixture cards mentioned last month are with me now and they will be sent out to you by the end of February so keep them in a prominent position. It would be great to see some new faces playing this year so try to pencil in at least one of these fixtures into your 2003 diary. These golf days are a great way to meet with fellow, like-minded greenkeepers who enjoy a chance to banter on all aspects of the work we do so come along and join the fun. I have no news from members in the section so I wish you all a good month ahead trying to complete any major winter projects started in earnest several weeks back.

David Haskell-Craig MG

Midland

It's somewhat strange to me that it doesn't matter how cold it gets, I am still unable to drink unchilled beer. Must be a consequence of my time in Osterreich. In fact, in Austria it is illegal to drink beer unless it has been stored (Lagern) for a fortnight, 10 kilometres of my time in Osterreich. In fact, in Austria it is illegal to drink beer unless it has been stored (Lagern) for a fortnight, 10 kilometres of my time in Osterreich. In fact, in Austria it is illegal to drink beer unless it has been stored (Lagern) for a fortnight, 10 kilometres of my time in Osterreich. In fact, in Austria it is illegal to drink beer unless it has been stored (Lagern) for a fortnight, 10 kilometres of my time in Osterreich. In fact, in Austria it is illegal to drink beer unless it has been stored (Lagern) for a fortnight, 10 kilometres of my time in Osterreich. In fact, in Austria it is illegal to drink beer unless it has been stored (Lagern) for a fortnight, 10 kilometres of my time in Osterreich. In fact, in Austria it is illegal to drink beer unless it has been stored (Lagern) for a fortnight, 10 kilometres of my time in Osterreich. In fact, in Austria it is illegal to drink beer unless it has been stored (Lagern) for a fortnight, 10 kilometres of my time in Osterreich. In fact, in Austria it is illegal to drink beer unless it has been stored (Lagern) for a fortnight, 10 kilometres.

The Christmas tournament was held at Stratford-on-Avon GC on December 10. Although it was bitterly cold, a great day was had by all. Our most gratuitous thanks to the Club for its hospitality and super meal. The wonderful condition of the course during the most difficult time of year can only serve to the Club for its hospitality and super meal. The wonderful condition of the course during the most difficult time of year can only serve to convey their best wishes to you both for the future.

Lastly, please do not forget to respond to the flier you should have received. I am hopeful that both forward ideas and indeed criticisms shall be advised which as soon as it is known. Also, may I leave Committee changes serving. After that trek I hope it's not British lager in there!

The Christmas tournament was held at Stratford-on-Avon GC on December 10. Although it was bitterly cold, a great day was had by all. Our most gratuitous thanks to the Club for its hospitality and super meal. The wonderful condition of the course during the most difficult time of year can only serve to convey their best wishes to you both for the future.

Mid Anglia

Well, the snow has now gone, and temperatures have gone from -4 to 10 degrees in two days. It's amazing what my Poa will put up with.

In the last Section news Gerald failed to mention our Autumn meeting so he has therefore been fired as the Section scribe and welcomes until after the next Section meeting. Obviously, (think about it Bill) the last chance for a hat trick. Also accompanying Bill is Karl Williams. Geoff Andrews and his fine team at North Worcestershire GC. would like to convey their best wishes to you both for the future.

Lastly, please do not forget to respond to the flier you should have received. I am hopeful that both forward ideas and indeed criticisms shall be advised which as soon as it is known. Also, may I leave Committee changes serving. After that trek I hope it's not British lager in there!

The Christmas tournament was held at Stratford-on-Avon GC on December 10. Although it was bitterly cold, a great day was had by all. Our most gratuitous thanks to the Club for its hospitality and super meal. The wonderful condition of the course during the most difficult time of year can only serve to convey their best wishes to you both for the future.

Mid Anglia

Well, the snow has now gone, and temperatures have gone from -4 to 10 degrees in two days. It's amazing what my Poa will put up with.

In the last Section news Gerald failed to mention our Autumn meeting so he has therefore been fired as the Section scribe and "Scoop" Cassidy has taken over. Now to the news. Our Autumn meeting took place on October 10 with 31 competitors playing the lovely Stocks G&CC. Our thanks go to Mark and his staff for presenting a fine course and to everyone else there for making us so welcome. It was also good to see our National Chairman, Richard Barker, and Regional Administrator, Peter Larter. The champion golfers were 1. Steve Mason; 2. Gerald Bruce; 3. Gary Boulton. Following the presentation and a fixed raffle our AGM took place with many members doing a runner before it started. For those who did not attend it all went quite smoothly with the election of officers as follows:

Chairman, Jim Cassidy; Vice Chairman, Steve Mason; Secretary/ Treasurer, Gerald Bruce; Match Secretary, Richard Saunders; Regional Board representative, Frank Scullion; Other members, Mark Ellis, Colin Robinson, John Wells

All the above are on this committee to try and help this Section's members so if you feel that there is anything else we should be planning or doing for you then please don't hesitate to contact one of us.

East Midlands

This season's Christmas Tournament was held at Greetham Valley GC in Rutland. Although the course is situated right out in the sticks so to speak, it is an excellent Winter venue, as I am sure all those that played in the competition would agree. On a cold crisp but dry day, 24 keen golfers contested for prizes, which consisted of a singles 5th format. The scores were as follows.

Category 1. 1. Carl Chamberlain, Glen Gorse, 28pts; 2. Adie Porter, Greetham Valley, 28pts; 3. Antony Bindley (Kirby Muxloe) 28pts.


Trade & Associate. 1. Simon Hedley, Boughton Loam, 34pts; 2. Simon Banks, Banks Amenity Products, 28pts.

I would like to thank Greetham Valley GC for allowing us courtesy of their fine course, and also thank the Steward and Stewardess for a great meal. Also I would like to congratulate Adie Porter and his staff for preparing such an excellent golf course.

Finally a special thanks should go to Rigby Taylor who kindly sponsored the day.

The Christmas 100 draw was as follows. 1. No. 24. £100 Tony Simpson; 2. No.85, £75, Simon Hedley; 3. No. 61 £25, Richard Bams.

If you would like to purchase a number for the coming golf season please ask Gavin Robson or Jeff Dickinson.

Once again I could remind all members to please return your entry form and payment before the closing date if you wish to attend
section events. Our Spring tournament will be held at Ashbourne GC on Thursday, May 5. If you wish to attend please inform me and I will gladly post you a form.

Finally, if anybody would like to participate on a two day grinding course, please contact me for more details as we are hoping to run a course if we receive sufficient interest.

Antony Bindley

**Essex**

A happy belated New Year to you all. I hope 2003 is the year that you will reach your goals and ambitions. First of all I would like to thank John Selwood and John Sinclair who are standing down from the committee. Many thanks for all of their hard work.

We open up this year’s events with an educational day on March 12th at the Rushbrooks. The subjects are Manual Handling and Fire Training with the cost being only £30.00 for the day which will include tea/coffee and lunch. Please contact Martin Forrester on 01245 603131 or on 07984 867939 to book your place. I would highly recommend these courses as over the last few months we have had a visit from the HEO at the Essex Golf and Country Club. Their representative informed me that they are increasing their visits particularly to all local golf clubs in the next 12 to 18 months.

Our first golf outing is the Spring Tournament to be held at Benton Hall Golf Club on April 15. Further details will be sent nearer the date.

For those who ventured north for the long journey to BTME perhaps you have a story or two to tell. If so please would you pass these on to myself or Steve Crosdale on 07773 125354 and share them with the rest of us.

Let us hope that the weather has improved by the time you read this!

This year the Christmas Tournament was staged in the illustrious grounds of Stock Brook Manor Golf and Country Club. The competition was very close to having no sponsor but as always Steve Denton and Rigby Taylor came through with some great prizes for the top three finishers in each of the two categories. Greenkeeping Supply Company yet again sponsored the Longest Drive and Nearest Pin.

Category I winners in the 0 — 14 handicap range were:— 1. Richard Dunmow, 38pts; 2. Dominic Rodgers, 34pts ACB from 3. Steve Crosdale, 34pts.

Category 2 winners in the 15 — 28 range were:— 1. M. Dillaway, 35pts; 2. Keith Chinnery, 30pts; 3. Course manager at Stock Brook Arnold.

Guest and Prize prizes went to J. Winters and Mark Day respectively, both notched up 34 pts.

Longest Drive, which must have been hit before the wind got up, went to D. Reale and Nearest the Pin on a tricky hole to J. Collantine. As usual the trade did us proud in both playing numbers and raffle prizes so thanks are extended to UAP, Wax, DFL, Sherriffs, Banks and Tuckwells.

The day went very well with golfers and trade alike being afforded a high standard of golf and food, Arnold and his greens staff are to be congratulated on a well presented and maintained course along with the catering and bar staff who served up a lovely meal.

The AGM, which followed the meal and prize giving was fairly well attended and allowed members to voice their opinions on the year’s golf events and put forward any proposals. As with most years their silence rang through and the meeting swiftly moved on to the election of officers to the committee. All but John Selwood, treasurer, and John Sinclair, education, remained in their positions.

I look forward to seeing you all at the next golf day.

Martin Forrester and Steve Crosdale

**East Anglia**

Another year looms, let’s hope it’s a good one. The Turkey Trot/AGM at Thorpeness came and went and we nearly had an election (election, I said).

The golf itself was pretty good and so indeed was the course thanks to Ian and the lads.

First prize was won by Messrs; Verley, Barham, King and Cocker with 59 points. Second was Messrs Lemmon, Elliot, Farrington and Clarkson 60.5 points. Third Plummer R. Hawkins, Stewart and Plummer 5, 60.7 points. Nearest the pin prizes were 2nd Mark Day, 7th Roger Plummer, 10th Paul Gould, 16th Neil Worger. Longest Drive:—1st. B Cameron, 4th. Mark Teasel, 18th Mark Broughton.

The Ernie Hart prize was presented to Peter Howard for being a most professional greenkeeper. A very popular award to someone who is greatly respected and a true ambassador for our section.

The election we nearly had was for a new President, following the sad loss of Ernie.

There were four nominees to start with but three stood down to make it easier for us. So, by popular request and a unanimous decision Colin Rushbrook is our President. We wish him well.

We had a big white chief from BIGGA observing “the rustics”. The National Chairman, Richard Barker, must have been pleased with what he saw as it was our biggest turn out yet, a massive 84 people, all being directed calmly and efficiently by the man who makes us tick, Ian Willett.

If the Christmas pudding and the wine won’t come to us we shall go to them, as it has been proved!

BIGGA are sending a delegation to Atlanta, two of which are from our Section, they are — Kerran Daly and Kevin Hodges. Well done to them.

Bernhard & Company are keen supporters of education and training for greenkeepers. Our own section sponsors are many as you are about to see. Our main sponsor for the Turkey Trot was C.M.W. the other equally important sponsors are:— Rigby Taylor, Rushbrooks, SISIS, Bartram Mowers, TORO Consultants, Clarkson, Ben Burgess, Prime Irrigation, Tacit Turfcare, Greenkeeping Supply Company, Colliers, Atterton & Ellis, Texton, Bayer, Tomlinson Ground and anyone else who knows me. Seriously we do appreciate all you do for us.

Our thanks go to Thorpeness for looking after us all so very well, see you in December 2003.

Mick Lathrope

**Surrey**

Well, the rain did stop eventually and was replaced at the beginning of January with the frozen version. While typing this I am also looking out onto my garden which is covered by four inches of snow. On my travels today all the courses I visited in Surrey were closed but I can imagine the thousands of golf club members all wondering how and why greencutters control the weather with the sole intention of spoiling a golfer’s divine right to play their course at all times. Greencutters, stop upsetting your membership, take up your brooms and go forth from your mess rooms and sweep the snow from your fairways and greens and remember that your members are not just ordinary people like you and me but a gift from God.

Yes, you’ve guessed it there is very little to write about this month, so it was with much relief that I was given yesterday the event information for 2003. Please note in your diaries the following dates. March 17, Walton
Heath Golf Club; March 13, Cuddington Golf Club; May 29, Old Thorns Golf Club; June 17, The Drift Golf Club; September 25, Richmond Golf Club; October 17, Wimbledon Common Golf Club; December 4, Royal Epson Golf Club. The dates for Sunningdale and Hankley Golf Club. Steve Holmes has told me that his First Assistant, Matt Crawley, has moved to Los Angeles Country Club in the USA so James Norris has been promoted in his place and that Lee Blackburn has joined his team from Gleneagles. Please let me know about your staff or any other information for the magazine.

Brian Willmott

Devon & Cornwall

For my final meeting as Section Administrator, 90 members attended the P J Flegg Ltd Christmas meeting held at Okehampton Golf Club on Wednesday 10th December. This year we were delighted to have Scott MacCallum as our guest for the day and just to make Scott feel at home we laid on the snow. As in previous years two starting points were used for the PJ Flegg greensome format competition. Richard Wisdom, as always, offered our non-golfing members a guided course walk, but with the snow and bitterly cold wind members headed to the 6th green. Inside, Patrick and his staff treated members to snacks and drinks which set the Christmas atmosphere for the day.

After an excellent Christmas lunch, Paul Watson presented the morning’s golf prizes for the PJ Flegg Trophy to:

1. M. Child, Saunton & N. Eastman, Saunton, 33pts;
2. J. Phillips, Ilfracombe, & T. James, Killiow, 32pts;
3. N. Kent, St Enodoc, & M. Bosley, St Enodoc, 31pts

Richard Wisdom donated a special prize for the best effort which went to J. Mills & T. Bennett.

Before the after dinner entertainment the Chairman, Cary Rawlings, presented Richard Whyman with a gift on behalf of the membership for his efforts over the last 13 years as administrator.

The one and only Tank Sherman was back by popular demand and had us all laughing during his after dinner cabaret. The raffles concluded our day, the Avoncrop hamper presented by John Palfrey was won by Richard Slade, the final raffle of the day consisted of more than 40 prizes donated by members and trade.

The Section would like to thank Okehampton Golf Club and all their staff who made our day so special, with a special mention to Richard Wisdom and his staff who, as always, had the course in great shape.

A big thanks to Patrick Flegg and PJ Flegg Ltd for sponsoring the day and providing the wonderful snacks and drinks on the course, also thanks to our President, Clive Ralph, who supplied the wine at lunch. Also to all of you who donated prizes for the day.

Please support Steve Evans, your new Administrator, as you have supported me over the years. Thanks to you all.

Richard Whyman

South West

Happy New Year to you all. Around the Green is brought to you by Guy Woods and Robin Greaves. I’m the straight man and Robin the comedian.

The year certainly ended on a high with the Christmas tournament at Cirencester. What a great day! Shame about the course. Only joking, congratulations to Dave and his team. The course was in superb condition and had it not been for the arctic conditions one could have been fooled into thinking we were playing summer golf, fast true greens and not a mat to be seen. However, the greatest respect must go to the bloody surgeon who cut the Christmas pud. Well done Nobby. Great organisation - 50 plus and 12 on the walk round thanks again Dave and his team. The course was in superb condition and had it not been for the arctic conditions one could have been fooled into thinking we were playing summer golf, fast true greens and not a mat to be seen. However, the greatest respect must go to the bloody surgeon who cut the Christmas pud. Well done Nobby. Great organisation - 50 plus and 12 on the walk round thanks again Dave and his team.

The theme of the year was ‘continue to learn’ a simple but powerful phrase. The week started with the National Education Conference and day one concentrated on people management. We were inundated with superb presentations from the likes of the dynamic Frank Newberry, Brin Bendon and a superb look at politics within the workplace by David Bancroft-Turner and two great presentations from Course Managers Tony Mears and Kerran Daly MG. The highlight of the day for many was our former Section Chairman, Kerran Daly MG. Kerran is a very different man than the confessed coward who was unable to speak at his own wedding. His superb presentation is a great credit to him and a great advert for Frank Newberry who tutored Kerran on the art of public speaking. His wonderful stage presence and passion for professionalism was relayed superbly to a spellbound audience but the best was left till last. Kerran is truly a very talented poet and received a great ovation on his latest poem, which he recounted to us magnificently. Well-done Kerran!

Day two concentrated on Course management with some very good presentations from the likes of Simon Barnaby and Ken Siems. We were treated to a superb presentation from Steve Cook MG, Superintendent at Oakland Hills Golf Club, which is the venue for the 2004 Ryder Cup. He relayed to us some of the extraordinary things that are done in preparation for the Ryder Cup. We look forward to seeing the finished product and wish Steve well for what, I’m sure, will be a memorable week for him and his team.

Wednesday saw the start of the BTME seminar programme after the presentation of the BIGGA awards. I was fortunate to go up 30. Contact me! The link with Training Express is going well and we have successfully run a number of courses. Please remember these courses are run from your requests for training so please tell me what you need or would like.

We would like to thank the continued efforts of our Captain, John Keenahan, and the new Patronage scheme members which is now fully subscribed. More on that next month. See you at Mendip on Feb 27 PS. don’t mention the war, sorry I mean rain. PS. Congratulations to Guy Woods who got married during the Christmas Holidays. Guy Woods and Robin Greaves

South Coast

For those of us who made the journey north to Harrogate and BTME we can reflect on what was a great week! The theme, as ever, was ‘continue to learn’ a simple but powerful phrase. The week started with the National Education Conference and day one concentrated on people management. We were inundated with superb presentations from the likes of the dynamic Frank Newberry, Brin Bendon and a superb look at politics within the workplace by David Bancroft-Turner and two great presentations from Course Managers Tony Mears and Kerran Daly MG. The highlight of the day for many was our former Section Chairman, Kerran Daly MG. Kerran is a very different man than the confessed coward who was unable to speak at his own wedding. His superb presentation is a great credit to him and a great advert for Frank Newberry who tutored Kerran on the art of public speaking. His wonderful stage presence and passion for professionalism was relayed superbly to a spellbound audience but the best was left till last. Kerran is truly a very talented poet and received a great ovation on his latest poem, which he recounted to us magnificently. Well-done Kerran!

Day two concentrated on Course management with some very good presentations from the likes of Simon Barnaby and Ken Siems. We were treated to a superb presentation from Steve Cook MG, Superintendent at Oakland Hills Golf Club, which is the venue for the 2004 Ryder Cup. He relayed to us some of the extraordinary things that are done in preparation for the Ryder Cup. We look forward to seeing the finished product and wish Steve well for what, I’m sure, will be a memorable week for him and his team.

Wednesday saw the start of the BTME seminar programme after the presentation of the BIGGA awards. I was fortunate to go up 30. Contact me! The link with Training Express is going well and we have successfully run a number of courses. Please remember these courses are run from your requests for training so please tell me what you need or would like.

We would like to thank the continued efforts of our Captain, John Keenahan, and the new Patronage scheme members which is now fully subscribed. More on that next month. See you at Mendip on Feb 27 PS. don’t mention the war, sorry I mean rain. PS. Congratulations to Guy Woods who got married during the Christmas Holidays. Guy Woods and Robin Greaves
Atlanta in two weeks for the GCSAA show to what will be an excellent day. Places will be alex@mccombie.fsbusiness.co.uk. I'm off to and conference and will report in full next month! The Harrogate week is something you don't want to miss. Meeting old friends and making new ones, finding out that the problems we all have to deal with are the same all over the world. It's just how we overcome them that are sometimes different. So make sure you are there next year. It needn't cost the earth, as there are a number of packages to suit all pockets. Be a part not apart!!

February 26 sees our Section seminar at Canford Magna and details should be with you now. Speakers include Stella Rixon, Kate Entwistle, Tom Mackenzie, Ed McCabe, Stuart Ashworth, Gavin Robson and Ken Richardson. The theme for the day is 'in pursuit of excellence' and the cost is members £10 and non-members £15. Make the effort to come to what will be an excellent day. Places will be limited so get your completed forms back to Fred Deamen quickly to avoid disappointment. I also have two places available on one of Frank Newberry's public speaking courses, which will be held in the Bournemouth/Poole area. Please contact me if you wish to attend on what will be an excellent two-day course.

Lastly, let me pass on our best wishes to our Regional Administrator Paula Humphries and her family as she recovers from what we understand has been successful treatment. Our thoughts are with you as well as Gordon Child who has also had successful treatment recently. If you wish to contact me concerning anything then please call me on 01202 661106 evenings, 07813 841714 mobile or email me @ alex@mccombie.fsbusiness.co.uk. I'm off to Atlanta in two weeks for the GCSAA show and conference and will report in full next month!

Until next month
Alex McCombie

A dry New Year to everyone, I could have said "happy", if it dries up we all will be. Isn't it surprising to learn that we have just ended the wettest year in history? I know it's a waste of time telling you how wet it's been. I often wonder how you ever manage to maintain your golf courses. Which brings me to the first of two points I would like to write about. Although I am closely related to your profession I am quite on the outside and this does not give me an opportunity to see all aspects. Not only do I have great respect for your profession, it's also not much fun being a golfer in the rain and at the end of the day everyone suffers - club-pro-bar-the trade, there isn't much we can do about the weather but we could start to educate golfers, management committees, Captains etc. and give them some understanding of managing the weather and a golf course.

David Ryan and Ian Harrison at Bangor have made a start. I wonder how many golfers have a practice putt or have 50 or so of their friends walk their front lawn on a wet January morning.

Secondly, Golf Days, I consider these to be of great importance and I don't mean just a day out. I believe a lot can be gained by visiting other courses, seeing how they are set up and managed, and most of all by meetings and talking to your colleagues from around the province, so do try and support them and remember that your host has gone to a lot of trouble, so give him your support. Nothing in life is ever wasted, it could be your course one day.

The conference was a great success, everyone I spoke to commented on the high quality of all the speakers. Many thanks to them and well done committee for your organisation. Thanks to Massereene Golf Club for their hospitality and to Frank Ainsworth and The Hilton Hotel, Temple Patrick for their first rate hospitality.

Finally a thanks to the sponsors, without their contribution the show would not go on.

Namely:-
David Laird, Grass Machinery; GIU; David Richardson, Horta Soils; John Lindsey; Lely Ireland; Stanley Emmerson; Textro, Brodericks; Tacit, Graham Prosser. Many thanks.

The AGM took place in December and thanks to Lisburn Golf Club for the venue. (Emmett Curran, Andrew Kerr and myself won the quiz quite easily) Your officers for the new year are: Chairman, Ken Henderson; Secretary, Michael O'Neill; Education, Andrew Kerr; Match and Handicap, Terry Crawford; Jonathan McCabe and Mark Riddle.

Welcome to new members, Robert White, Royal Portrush; John Kennedy, Royal Co. Down; Chris Larmour, Malone and Raymond McVeigh, Silverwood.

If you have any news for me, call me on (Northern Ireland) 07774 789111 or R.O.I. 0504 24777.

Happy Days
Graham Prosser